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Second floor Kollen's first place winner in SAC's snow sculpture competition, the first of six events marking Winter 
Week, (photo by Tom Wagner.) 
Nursing Acceptance Still in Progress 
by Stephanie J . Klahr 
Although the Hope-Calvin nursing cur-
riculum has been proposed, acceptance is 
still in progress. "Two years ago Hope 
agreed to have the program," said Dr. 
Donald Cronkitc, chairman of the Cur-
riculum Committee. "The problem now is 
what is it going to be like?" At a meeting 
on January 14, the Hope College Cur-
riculum Committee began the evaluation 
of the 48 credit nursing core. "The job of 
the committee," said Cronkite, "is to ap-
prove the (nursing) program." 
Dr. Cynthia Kielinen, chairperson of 
the Hope-Calvin nursing program, said 
the meeting went well although the com-
mittee did not complete the evaluation. 
She felt the members of the committee 
could understand the program more 
clearly once they had an understanding of 
the departmental jargon. As a result, no 
specifics were discussed. The overall pro-
gram, how it works, its soundness, and its 
coherency were examined. 
"Now that we understand what the 
classes a re for and what the goals of the 
department are ," Cronkite said, "we are 
prepared to look at specific courses to see 
if they agree with the objectives of the 
college." 
Both Cronkite and Kielinen pointed out 
that the committee 's job is limited. "The 
committee doesn't decide if a couse is 
correct, only if it is presented logically," 
Cronkite said. 
Cronkite and Kielinen also remarked on 
the fact that the committee is made up of 
varying departments, and that one 
department cannot determine the course 
needs of another. "There must be a sense 
of trust ," Kielinen said, "a sense of ex-
pertise in those employed to design the 
program." 
Hope College accepted the program for 
the Bachelor of Science in Nursing in May 
of 1980. The program is designed in con-
junction with Calvin College as well as 
Holland and Butterworth Hospitals. Prior 
to Christmas break the Academic Affairs 
Board accepted a nine credit pre-nursing 
core. A reduced version of the college's 
core curriculum was also accepted. This 
abbriev iated college core allows students 
in the nursing program to take electives 
for which there otherwise would be no 
time allotted. Once the Curriculum Com-
mittee has approved the nursing core, it 
too, will be presented to the Academic Af-
fairs Board. The last to receive the 
courses for approval will be the Faculty 
Board. 
'Old Attic' Project Proposed 
Kielinen pointed out that Calvin College 
is pursuing a similar set of approvals. 
"Once both have accepted the proposal, it 
will be presented to the Michigan Board 
of Nursing," she said. This board next 
meets in April. Kielinen hopes the propos-
ed classes make it through the channels 
in the respective schools in time to 
prepare for the March deadline. 
Neither Cronkite or Kielinen forsee any 
problems with the proposed classes., 
4 ,Just normal dissention," said Cronkite, 
" that comes from any group or commit-
tee discussion." 
Kielinen said she was impressed with 
the colleges in the program. "The quality 
of the colleges involved enhances the nur-
sing program," she said. "I t fits in well 
with the Christian liberal ar ts sett ing." 
Cronkite agreed, saying that the course 
proposals were serious and tied in well. 
Prior to the institution of this program. 
Grand Valley and Nazareth colleges of-
fered the nearest nursing programs. 
The Curriculum Committee meets this 
week to discuss specific classes. Kielinen 
feels it will move quickly to the Academic 
Affairs Board. Cronkite agrees this is 
quite feasible. He also said it is possible 
that two or more meetings may be need-
ed. 
by Sonia VanEyl 
For the last few years, there has been 
an acute need for a student activity 
center. The basement of DeWitt, which 
used to be the student center, was 
remodeled for administrative use after 
the VanRaalte fire. Tentative plans for 
the earth-sheltered building include a stu-
dent center, but in the meantime, there 
continues to be no area where students 
can go and relax and "hang out." All this 
will change soon, as Student Congress has 
granted SAC the money to renovate 
Carnegie Gymnasium to provide just 
such a facility. 
The theme for the Carnegie activity 
center will be "old at t ic ." The center will 
house three main types of entertainment. 
Students and professional comedians, 
mimes, drama, bands, and single per-
formers will occupy one area. Another 
area will be a game room: ping-pong and 
pool tables, pinball machines and video 
games are among the items that might 
occupy this area. The third area will be 
one in which students can relax and 
socialize. 
The cost for the propsed renovation pro-
ject is just over $6,000. The necessary 
funds will come from the student ac-
tivities contingency fund. This is the por-
tion of the student activity fee that is 
designed to cover emergencies. Other 
projects of this nature that have been 
funded from the contingency fund are the 
remodeling of the Pit in the basement of 
DeWitt and the remodeling of Winants 
Auditorium. 
Renovation of Carnegie will take about 
one month. When completed, Carnegie 
will be a student center for students, done 
by students, maintained by students, and 





by Tim Gortsema 
A shortage of students living on-
campus this year has caused some revi-
sions in the off-campus housing policy for 
next year. In the past, both prospective 
juniors and seniors were automatically 
granted off-campus permission. Now, on-
ly seniors will be able to check the off-
campus box on their housing cards. As 
usual, they will immediately be given 
permission if it is done before the March 
15th deadline. 
However, all other students, including 
seniors who miss the deadline, will be re-
quired to fill out forms requesting off-
campus housing permission. Bruce 
Johnson, assistant dean of students, says 
that requests by sophomores and juniors 
will be decided on by mid-summer. He ex-
plains, "We will have to see how man^ 
new students will be enrolling at Hope 
before we can make housing decisions." 
This new policy doesn't necessarily 
mean that more students will be forced to 
stay on campus; it is more of a wait-and-
see plan. Dean Johnson points out, "Cost 
is a big concern for both the student and 
the college; we are struggling to keep 
from losing money just as the students* 
are looking for ways to economize." 
Johnson goes on to explain that cost has 
become the number one reason that 
students desire to live off-campus. In past 
years it has been a change in lifestyle or 
more freedom which have been the most 
prevalent reasons for moving. 
By instituting this plan he hopes that 
students will take a closer look at 
themselves before they decide to move 
off-campus. In previous years, it was 
easy to check the off-campus box and 
worry about the details later. Johnson 
hopes that the burden of obtaining and 
filling out a form will cause students to sit 
down and analyze both options concern-
ing housing. He explained that students 
should be sure that they have enough self-
discipline to keep the costs down before 
opting for off-campus housing. _ 
He also stated thai on-campus housing 
doesn't mean students will have to live in 
the dorms. Hope now owns thirty cottages 
which are also being offered to students. 
Another option is the new apartment 
buildings being erected on 14th Street and 
Columbia Avenue. In these the student 
will pay a flat ra te for the room and then 
be able to personally monitor the utilities 
which he or she uses. In this way the 
apartments become a sort of mixture bet-
ween on- and off-campus living. Johnson 
says, "This will make apartment style 
living more available to students and 
hopefully be a benefit to both par t ies ." 
Johnson maintains that the revisions in 
the off-campus housing policy don't mean 
students can't live where they want to. It 
is only a plan which will make students 
think about their options before they 
come to a decision. He also added that 
sophomores currentlyf living off-campus 
probable would not be asked to move 














Project ot Christian Love 
by Anne Brown - Amerlcus. • 
While most of us were home over break Habitat differs from other missions in 
reclining in our Lazy Boys, watching several ways. First of all, it is Important 
reruns of "MASH" on our 18-lncb 
Magnavox color TV's, and gorging 
ourselves with the remnants of the 
Christmas turkey, ten Hope students 
were participating In the Ministry of 
Christ 's People (MGCP) Christmas work 
project held this year in Amerlcus, 
Georgia, December 30 to January 9. 
The participants, Mike Bast, Evan 
to point out that Habitat for Humanity Is 
not a c h a r i t y ; the f a m i l i e s help 
themselves as much as the volunteers 
help them. Clarence Jordan, co-founder 
of the Fund for Humanity which evolved 
Into Habitat, said, "What the poor need is 
not charity but capital, not caseworkers 
but co-workers." 
One of those co-workers , Dave 
Boote, Judy DeWeerd, Dave Groeneveld, Groeneveld, also pointed out that unlike 
Sheri Jolman, Missy Knopf, Keith other missionaries, "this missionary 
Mulder, Sheryl Oomkes, Matt Vander- wasn't directed toward evangelism or 
Borgh, and Frea Westerveld worked in drawing large numbers of people." 
the poverty stricken area of Americus in Groeneveld felt this gave the work pro-
whlch one could find three houses sharing ject more meaning because "It was fcn act 
a single outhouse. Boote said his fist done out or Christian love." Knopf added, 
thought when he encountered those condi- "You can't meet needs without love." 
tions was, "How can I put up with th is?" Another unique facet of Habitat is Its 
He soon realized that "people on the bot- means of financing Itself. Unlike most 
torn of the totem pole at Hope are wealthy non-profit organizations, only 9 percent of 
compared to these people." Mulder Hab i t a t ' s money is used for ad-
agreed, "I realized other people had it a ministrative purposes with the remainder 
lot worse than we do." being used as overhead. 
Divided into three groups, theTlope Habitat for Humanity has a profound 
volunteers worked on three houses during effect on the families it helps. The 
their stay. The first building they worked 
on was called Just ice House and would 
house other Habitat for Humanity 
volunteers once it was insulated and 
renovated. Another project Involved 
families gain self-esteem because they 
are proud of being able to help 
themselves Improve their own lives. 
Jolman pointed out that even the children 
gain self dignity which can be seen in 
wrecking a house and a third house need- higher grade points. Sheri also added that 
ed to be finished. ^ this work project was " a viable way to ap-
By now you may have envisioned that ply the Scriptures and proved as Miller 
this work site was located some place in Fuller said, " the economics of Jesus can 
the boonies bordering on a Georgian work." 
bayou. Au contraire! Four blocks away This experience also had a great effect 
stood stately colonial mansions which on the students from Hope.JBast and 
were part of Amerlcus' historical district DeWeerd commented that they realized 
and which obviously belonged to white something actually can be done to 
families. VanderBorgh was struck by the e l imina t e p o v e r t y . Bas t sa id . 4 i 
attitudes towards the blacks and was 
amazed at how "blacks and whites could 
live in the same city and yet be so dis-
tant ." 
The seed for this project, Habitat for 
discovered how little it takes to make a 
change but how few people are willing to 
give even that little." 
When asked what impressed her most 
Oomkes replied, "I t was a real eye 
Humanity, was sown by Millard Fuller, a opener to compare our wealth and what 
millionaire lawyer who gave away all his we have to what a lot of other people don't 
wealth within two months in order to live have. We always think we have so little." 
a simpler and more Christian life-style. Boote said he gained a realization of 
Fuller is still a lawyer and provides legal what has to be done in order to solve pro-
services for the poor. Habitat, a non- blems similar to poverty. Boote explained 
profit Christian organization, grew out of that in order for Fuller to solve the pro-
Koininia (the Greek word for fellowship) blem he needed a vision. "If you see a 
which started during WWII as a com- problem or injustice that has to be solved 
munlty of young Baptist seminarians who you have to have the faith and courage to 
found racial incongruities between the Bi- tackle the problem." 
ble and the world around them and So the next t ime you find yourself slt-
became determined to reach out and help ting In front of the fireplace In your 
the poor. The Ku Klux Klan discovered monogrammed sweater waiting for the 
that Koininla was helping poor black chips and cheese to come out of the 
familites and tried to stop it. Fortunately, microwave, contemplate the words of 
Koininla survived. Fuller became a part- Millard Fuller, "The distance between us 
ner in Koininla and star ted Habitat for and poor people Is the distance between 
Humanity In Zaire, Africa and then In us and Christ." 
Campus Projects Continue 
with more on-campus housing. 
Review of the News 
Hopes for an end to martial law in Democratic Senator Alan Cranston of 
Poland were dashed by s tatements made California Indicated that he is considering 
by the Pol ish gove rnmen t ' s chief running for president in 1984. At this 
spokesman, Jerzy Urban. Urban said that point, former Vice-President Walter Mon-
r
Malthought things were improving, the dale of Minnesota is the only definite 
duration of mart ia l law depends on pro- Democratic challenger. Ted Kennedy has 
gress achieved in the stabilization of the not announced his intentions. 
situation in Poland," Earlier, a high Wednesday marked one year of 
government official had said that martial freedom for the 52 Americans held 
law, Imposed on Dec. 13 might be lifted by hostage in Iran. Most have resumed nor-
Feb. i . mal, balanced lives, while relations bet-
In Paris , an American military attache ween the two nations remain nonexistent 
was shot and killed as he was leaving his 
house. Meanwhile, the month-old search Federal Judge William Overton. In a 38 
for Gen. J a m e s Dozier, Who was kidnap- page opinion, ruled on J an . 6 that an 
ped by Italy 's Red Brigade terrorists, Arkansas law requiring the teaching of 
continues with no meaningful clues as to "creation science" in public schools that 
his whereabouts. taught "environment science" was un 
Disaster s t ruck the nation's capltol constitutional, writing that " the only real 
when an Air Florida Jet crashed Into the effect of the law Is the advancement of 
district 's 14th Street Bridge. klUing some religion." "Creation science is not a 
80 people. National Airyort has often been science", wrote Overton, "because it 
criticized for its unsafe design, but depends upon supernatural intervention, 
t ravelers prefer its convenience over the which is not guided by natural law." Un-
large, modern Dulles International Air- daunted, creationists geared up for the 
port. Reports have it that ice on the next legal battle, a Louisiana law requir-
fuselage and wings added too much 
weight for the take-off. A local noise or-
dinance was in affect, calling for the 
plane to veer to the left, a procedure 
which further weakened the c raf t ' s abili-
tog the " teaching of facts that point to 
creation." 
Governor William MUllken announced 
that aftef 11 years at the helm of 
Michigan politics, he would resign f rom 
ty to lift upward ~ but kept down the noise political life at the end of his current 
level over the White House. term. Citing the need for a governor who 
On the same day and not far from the would work to solve Michigan's economic 
bridge, the D C. Metro suffered the first problems rather than stumping for votes, 
accident in its history. The subway train MUllken pleged to spend his last year in 
driver, maneuvering beneath the Na- that capacity. Perhaps the most popular 
tlonal Mall, backed the train into a con- political figure In Michigan's history, 
c re t^wal l when a signal failure sent It on MUllken's support had started to wane in 
the wrong track. Three people were killed the last few years as a result of the slug-
and several injured. gish economy and the handling of the Pbb 
President Reagan last week decided to incident. 
continue with the registration for the It appeared for a while that school 
draf t begun by J immy Carter . The Presi- might be postponed as heavy snow and 
dent had campaigned against registra- high winds socked in the entire western 
tion, but felt dropping it " a t this t ime" side of Michigan and brought most travel 
would send a signal of weakness to the to a standstill. Two consecutive weekends 
Soviets, and an unwillingness to do our of sub-zero temperatures, ( the wind chill 
Share within NATO. at times hit 60* bekw xero) caused modi 
grumbling and bunding up, but classes went 
on as scheduled. 
by Paul Hemeren 
Hope College has a ma jo r plan of con-
struction underway, which Includes a 
number of additions as well as the 
renovation of existing buildings. A few 
phases are already under construction. 
The ar t department has seen Its last ^ Adjacent to the student center will 
semester In the Rusk building, which has ^ gye earth shelter which will connect 
been sold. The art depar tment will be ^ DeWitt Center to Phelps Hall. The 
moving to what used to be known as the shelter will house offices and underlie the 
building of the Sligh Furni ture Co.. approximate a rea 
Renovation of the Sligh building is nearly gymnasium now 
An Anchor in History 
A Tantalizing Appetizer 
by Randy Durband and Tim Shaffer Doesburg. or John B. Nykerk? These peo-
Did you know that Albertus C. Van whose names adorn the buildings of 
Raalte chose the highest point in Holland Hope's campus have earned their niches 
for Van Vleck Hall to symbolize his belief c o^o r^u^ tapestry of the history of 
in the importance of education? Or that Hope College. Rev. Philip Phelps, for In-
A.J.Muste, a self-proclaimed Trotskylst- stance^ was the first president of Hope 
Marxist-Leninist and for half a century a College. He envisioned an institution call-
leading spokesman for the causes of ed Hope Haven University, to be located 
pacifism and for half a century a leading ^ ^ northern shores of Lake Macatawa 
spokesman for the causes of pacifism and J then known as Black Lake). The General 
social Justice In America, was a Hope Synod of the RCA didn't like bailing out 
the financially-crippled school; it was for 
that reason the Rev. Phelps' dream died 
and he was asked to resign as president. 
The next phase is to begin the construc- graduate? Or that Dykstra Hall, Peale 
tlon of the student center in the basement Science Center, DeWitt Cultural Center, 
of DeWitt. The basement as we know It and Nykerk Hall of Music were all the 
now will be extended to include the pit or result of the work of the administration of 
wall-like areas which boarder it, and the Hope's 8th president, Calvin A. Vander 
Kletz will be moved to the basement as Werf? 
Did you know that Hope's third presi-
dent, Gerrlt Kollen, in hopes of soliciting 
contributions for an endowment fund 
from philanthropist Andrew Carnegie, 
on which Carnigie had himself nominated by Secretary of 
stands. The gym, State William Jennings Bryan to be the 
completed and the a r t depar tment will however, will be torn down. The projected official Americah delegat to the dedica-
move Into the building In time for the fall completion of the ear th shelter complex is tion of the Peace Palace in the Hague, 
semester. about three years . Along with the 1m- Netherlands, of which Carnegie was the 
The Sligh office building on l l t i i s t reet p a v e m e n t these facilities will bring, the principle donor? Kollen then discovered, 
is being refurbished to house the depart- extention of VanZoren l ibrary is another much to his dismay, that there w$s to be 
ments of economics and business ad- step towards accommodating the needs of no official dedication. Being somewhat of 
m i n i s t r a t i o n . T h i s project is scheduled to the students. a wheeler and dealer, he managed 
be completed next month. . with the exception of the resident however to have Theodore Roosevelt ap-
Along with the progressing renovation apartments, which a r e funded by the rent point him delegate to the Int^rmational 
of the Sligh building, another addition Is whicfa they bring in, the est imated cost of Opium Conference of 1913, so that he 
already under construction. An apart- the constructions to be completed before could have access to Carnegie. 
ment complex. Just south of the Dow ^ ig
 a | W ) U t 9 mmton dollars which will What & you know about Rev. Oscar 
C e n t e r , Is b e i n g built to provide students be raised solely through contributions. • Voorhees, Winifred Durfee, Cornellou 
He was not easily removed, for he refused 
to vacate his residence in Van Vleck Hall, 
and sued the college for the salary he had 
sacrificed and the loans he had make to it. 
He relented, financial t imes improved, 
and he enjoued a cordial relationship with 
the college for the rest of his life. 
We believe that a knowledge of one's 
past is essential to an understanding of 
one's present, and that a sense of history 
is paramount to a sense of identity. With 
that in mind, we initite this series which 
will serve to spotlight such historic 
themes as women a t Hope, the physical 
history of the campus, social life and 
religious commitment , and such historic 
figures as A.J. Muste, Gerr l t Kollen, 
Albertus Van Raalte, and others. As the 
philosopher Santayana wrote (and these 
word now adorn the death chambers at 
Dachau) ' 'Those who do not learn f rom 
history are condemned to repeat i t" . 





by Koorosh Ilami 
The Iranian Revolution took place in 
order to put a stop to something than 
many developing countries of the world 
today struggle with: neocolonialism. 
Neo-colonialism is a kind of economic and 
political exploitation where, instead of 
ruling a country directly as the British us-
ed to do, the exploiter country uses a local 
puppet to do its dirty work by means of 
military and political support. For twenty 
years under the Shah Iran was the victim 
of this kind of political and economic 
abuse. Hundreds of billions of dollars of 
wealth were wasted through a r m s pur-
chases and corruption or shipped out of 
the country by private investors, while 
the economic intrastructure of the coun-
try was left in a sad and underdeveloped 
state. Chase Manhattan and Citicorp 
benefitted more from the Iranian oil 
riches than the Iranian people benefitted. 
Meanwhile intel lectuals and young 
university students were either rotting in 
Jails or were involved in an armed strug-
gle against the Shah and his masters. 
The emergence of the Iranian revolu-
tion and its victory was the peak of Just 
struggle against tyranny. The 1»78 
Revolution was f a r more emotional than 
political and logical. The Iranian people 
were so disillusioned and frustrated with 
the political and economic disorders that 
they only wanted to see the end of the 
Shiih, without thinking seriously about 
what would be ahead. We fenthusiastlcally 
vested al l of our power and resources at 
the disposal of an old, senile clerical mad-
man whose only understanding of the 
Revolution was his personal blood feud 
against the Shah. The fruits of the Revolu-
tion were given to a class that they did not 
belong to. When the intellectuals and 
socialist groups back in the early TO's 
were actively involved in their struggle 
against the Shah, the clergy class was 
veiled in the mold of 15th century thought. 
But Ayattolah Khomeini played his game 
cunningly. While in exile in Par is , Kho-
meini was surrounded by a group of peo-
ple who knew how to teach him all of the 
appropriate words that were expected 
from the leader of a mass political move-
ment. With many beautiful promises 
delivered to the people at the right time, 
Khomeini automatically acquired the 
position of leadership. This m a d m a n in 
Par is talked about neo-colonialism and 
its adverse effects on our society. He talk-
ed about the inalienable right of the peo-
ple to free expression and free assembly. 
He lectured on political and economic 
Justice. He promised that his only aim 
was to see the end of the dictatorship In 
Iran, and once that mission was ac-
complished, he would leave the govern-
ment to those that had the necessary 
qualifications to run it. 
When he so triumphantly came to 
Tehran with millions awaiting his arrival, 
he had become the absolute leader of 
Iran. It did not take too long for this ab-
solute power to corrupt absblujely. The 
Intellectuals were well aware of the con-
sequences of the narrow-minded policies 
of this medieval madman, and were not 
ready to sit silently. The intellectuals and 
Journalists expressed their discontent 
and the country was becoming rapidly 
disillusioned with the ill management of 
government by a religious hierarchy of 
fools. Political discontent was intensify-
ing and the days of Khomeini were 
numbered. 
The hostage crisis was par t of a pre-
planned master program by Khomeini's 
top men and Ayattolah Beheshtl In par-
ticular (assassinated in August, 1981), In 
order to divert the people's attention from 
Internal problems to the threat of a 
foreign super power. Even today the war 
with Iraq and the massive execution of 
opposition groups are the only instuments 
left to Khomeini to stay in power. 444 days 
I P P l mrnm® 
bought Khomeini 's regime enough t ime to 
stabilize its shaky power base and kill the 
opposition. During these 444 days scores 
of newspapers were shut down, the 
universities were closed and thousands 
were either executed or sent to Jails, all in 
the name of revolution. The cruelest 
- • n'* • * V J 
manifestations of tyranny and fascism 
therefore took root In Iran by Khonelnl's 
arrival. 
The revolution is four yea r s old and 
none of the demands for cultural and 
economic progress are fulfilled. Iran Is 
bring strangled In a blood-bath that Kho-
meini's reactionary regime has caused. 
The economy is in total ruin and the na-
tion is in a state of absolute anarchy. 
Everything needs to be rebuilt from 
ground zero. 
The opposition groups in the last few 
months under the leadership of the Mu-
Jahedln (a socialist group) have inten-
sified their efforts to topple Khomeiri). 
They have managed to eliminate more 
than eighty percent of the government 's 
top leadership and soon the rest will be 
given their punishment. The Mujahedin, 
with 150,000 a rmed men, have vowed not 
to put down their a r m s until they have 
destroyed Khomeini's fascist govern-
ment. 
Those who have read history know that 
what follows a revolution and a massive 
transformation of a society's value 
system brings disarray and anarchy. In 
Iran today there are many forces at work 
who a re struggling to put an end to the 
anarchy that Khonelml brought to us. In 
Iran too many lives have been plundered 
and will be plundered. Too much blood 
has been shed and will be shed. This Is the 
Irony of history. But the cost of freedom 







Where Does Your Humanities Elects Nyenhuis 
Activity Fee Go? 
by Rick Dernberger 
Tucked in with the rest of the itemized 
costs on your bill for this semester at 
Hope was f i f teen dollars for this 
semester 's student activity fee. This 
amount is paid by every student at the 
beginning of each semester and adds up 
to approximately $64,000 (approximately, 
because the exact total will depend on the 
number of students who drop out this 
semester and receive refunds on their 
bills). This money is budgeted by 
students, to be spent by students, on 
causes that are beneficial to students. 
Student Congress has the responsibility 
for budgeting the student activity fund. 
Each spring, the Student Congress Ap-
propriations Committee assembles the 
budget for the following year. Organiza-
tions desiring an operating budget for the 
year submit budget request forms to the 
committee. The Appropriations Commit-
tee then meets separately with each 
organization to discuss the proposed 
budget in detail. Last year over thirty 
hours of meetings were held by the Ap-
propria t ions Commit tee before the 
budget was completed. Student Congress 
then had to pass the budget before it could 
go Into effect. Pr io r to the vote, organiza-
tions and Individuals who : wished to 
change any of the organizational budgets 
were allowed to appeal to Student Con-
gress a 
The breakdown of each student activity 





M.O.C.P.OCn Concerts 1.41 
OPUS 1.26 
Black Coalition .72 
Student Congress .69 
Outing Club .24 
(which has since dissolved) 
Internat ' l Relations Club .42 
Contingency Fund 4.08 
Jacob E. Nyenhuis,-Dean for Arts and 
Humanities at Hope College, has been 
elected president of the National Federa-
tion of State Humanities Councils. The 
election was held in Baltimore at the an-
nual meeting of the Federation. 
Dr. Nyenhuis also serves as chairman 
of the Michigan Council for the 
Humanities. He has been a member of the 
Michigan Council since 1976. The 
Michigan Council for the Humanities is 
an affiliate of the National Endowment 
for the Humanities which awards grants 
to non-profit organizations In Michigan 
for public humanities programs. 
Nyenhuis Is also a professor of Classics 
at Hope College. Prior to his appointment 
at Hope in 1975, he served for 13 years as a 
member of the faculty at Wayne State 
University. 
TOTAL 30.00 
The amount set aside in the contingency 
fund is to meet needs that come up 
throughout the year.. This year ' s con-
tingency fund has been used thus far for 
expenses such as a computer terminal for 
the anchor, and international film series 
tc be shown by IRC, a bus to allow Mortar 
Board to transport students to the Nut-
cracker Ballet in Grand Rapkls, partial 
funding for Mortar Board to show the 
movie Psycho, funds to send six Hope 
students to a women's studies conference, 
and funds to send the Milestone editor and 
an anchor editor to a college media con-
vention. Organizations that do not have a 
budget and would like funding, or 
organizations having a budget that need 
funds beyond their budget, can apply for 
money from the contingency fund, 
to campus to meet a variety of interests 
within the student body? 
3. Will this program duplicate one plann-
ed by another organization? 
4. Has the organization proven itself 
reliable? 
5. Will students be getting their money's 
worth? 
This year 's Appropriations Committee 
includes Anne Brown, Brian Gibbs, Rick 
Dernberger, Paul Hemeren, Jeff Muider-
man, Connie Schaefer, and Greg Tabor. 
For more Information on the appropria-
tion process, contact Rick Dernberger at 
x6282, or Dean Vanderwel's office at x 
2110. 
Classical Marionette 
to be Featured 
The one-man classical marionette theatre 
of Englishman Peter Arnott will be 
featured in three performances by the 
Holland Great Per formance Series next 
Thursday through Saturday, Jan . 21-23. 
The Great Per formance Series Is co-
sponsored by the Holland Concert 
Association and the Hope College 
Cultural Affairs Committee. 
Chairman of the depar tment of d r a m a 
at Tufts University, Arnott has used 
marionettes to present productions of 
Greek plays to adults throughout the 
United States and Canada. 
Each performance will be presented at 
8 p.m. in the main theatre of the DeWitt 
Cultural Center on the campus of Hope 
College. 
The schedule of productions will be as 
follows: Thursday • Sophocles' t ragedy 
' 'Oedipus Rex" ; Friday - Euripides ' 
tragedy "The Bacchae" ; Saturday -
Euripides' satyr play "Cyclops." 
Advanced reservations a re suggested 
and may be obtained by calling 392-1449. 
In h i s p r o d u c t i o n s Arno t t does 
everything himself - t ranslate the play, 
design and make the marionette figures, 
manipulate the puppets and supply all the 
voices. He wears black when he per-
forms, but his hands and face a r e visible. 
When performing a drama, Arnott tries 
to recreate the conditions of ancient 
theatre without literally reproducing 
them. He said he chose marionettes 
because he feels they closely approx-
imate how an ancient Greek performer 
must have looked and moved. 
" G r e e k a c t o r s wore m a s k s to 
distinguish between characters . My pup-
pets have the same sort of rigid, unchang-
ing face ," said Arnott. 
Arnott was born in England, learned-
Greek and Latin as a child, and as a 
teenager was able to read and translate 
classical l i terature. He began developing 
his marionette theatre in 1948 and 
.emigrated to America in 1958. He Is the 
author of the "Theat re In its T ime" and 
was script consultant and classical ad-
viser for a landmark 13-episode radio 
adaptation of "The Odyssey .' . ! » 
Editorial t f t f T • t » f < y i ' f • • • f » 
We hope you like what we've done with the anchor, and what 
we'll be doing in the months to come. Special thanks are due to 
Kim Vander Bie and other departing staff members - for while 
many of us are new to the anchor, with their help the transition 
has been a smooth one. We encourage you to become involved 
with your newspaper, on your own terms; we need good writers, 
but Just as much we need your feedback on what we do and how 
we're doing it. 
A Necessary Investment 
- Speaking of feedback. Student Congress last Wednesday voted 
down a proposal that would have given media salaries a much-
needed boost, doubling the budget to about $4,000. The money 
would have enabled many students who are or would like to 
become involved to do so, somewhat relieved of the need to work 
other jobs to pay college bills. Of course, there will be other pro-
posals and time to wrangle about the need for higher salaries. 
What is more disturbing is the irresponsible manner in which 
this was handled. Introduced in October, the proposal languished 
through meeting after meeting, eventually falling victim to a 
report of medial salaries at schools similar to Hope. The study 
showed, ostensibly, that media salaries at other colleges are 
lower than at Hope. Unfortunately, such variables as time com-
mitments and staff numbers were ignored, not to mention the 
quality of service provided. 
A confused and ambiguous report of the amount of funds actual-
ly available left the impression that the proposal was tantamount 
to financial disaster. Bankruptcy seemed far from the congres-
sional mind when it passed, later in the same meeting, a proposal 
alloting $6,350 for the new "student center" in Carnegie Gym-
nasium, Funny, many of us thought such a center already existed. 
The meeting was carefully regulated in order to save time, an 
arbitrary design which sacrificed fairness to the god of efficiency. 
Ten minutes were alloted for a media summary, ten for questions, 
and ten for discussion. Media members were given no opportunity 
to respond to new information or points raised in discussion. 
Disturbingly, anchor and WTAS representatives were asked to 
leave the meeting for the vote. 
Apparently, many members of Student Congress feel that little 
compensation is due those who provide media coverage of Hope 
College; a great number of students involved in sports and other 
extra curricular activities are not paid at all; and if a student has 
to work to attend Hope, he has no right to waste time working for 
the anchor or WTAS. 
Such thinking is unfortunate at best. It is to the benefit of all to 
provide meaningful salaries to those who serve the college com-
munity through its student media. 
In Support of the King Day 
Last Friday, January 15, was the anniversary of the birth of Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Thousands of people assembled in 
Washington, as they had done a year ago, to demonstrate their 
desire for a national holiday in honor of this great American and 
what he stood for. We share that desire. 
Our generation may not have known Dr. King, but we do know 
the ideals he fought for: peace and equality. These are timeless 
goate, as crucial now in the 1980's as they were when Dr. King 
gave his life for them in the '60s. 
Opponents of the plan for King Day claim that the nation 
already has too many holidays - thereby clouding the issue. To 
get past that, we suggest dropping Columbus Day as a national 
holiday and adding King Day. In that way, rather than celebrating 
the accidental arrival of a man searching for the other side of the 
globe, we would be recognizing a greater quest - a quest for 
Justice, for now and for the future, they tend to be ignored as they 
grow old, and many are made abroad and are not readily accessi-
ble. The "Saturday Night Special" and the IRC Foreign Film 
Festival help to overcome those problems. 
Letters 
To the Editor; 
Is Hope a Christian College? The 
answer appears to depend on how hard 
one looks for the Christian aspects of 
campus, or, how hard one tries to ignore 
them. The Christian organizations try to 
make themselves as open to the campus 
as possible. Granted, not everything that 
the Christian organizations on campus of-
fer is brought to the attention fo the col-
lege community, but a lot of it is. It 's 
possible, however, that students get tired 
of seeing the invitat ions and an-
nouncements; and consequently block 
them out and don't take the time to find 
out what it 's about. 
Another thing which effects how one 
perceives the degree of Christianity on 
campus is peer pressure. Unfortunatly in 
this t ime of searching for self identity, in-
dividuals appear to prefer going along 
with the more vocal majori ty. This 
decreases rather than Increases one's 
ability to develop and express one s In-
dividuality. 
From an MOCP survey mailed out last 
semester, there were some results strink-
ingly contrary to what the behavior of the 
campus would suggest. First of all, of the 
225 questlanairs returned, 219 said they 
would be Interested in'becoming Involved 
in any of the organizations on campus. 
Obviously most Hope students are looking 
for some type of involvement. 
Another interesting thing is that 176 
students indicated that they were in-
terested in some type of religious group, 
39 said they were not Interested and 10 did 
not respond. It seems that the majori ty of 
Hope students want to get involved and 
like the idea of involvemnet in a Christian 
organization, yet the mood of the campus 
still suggests that students will be better 
accepted by their peers if they don't, 
uarenteed to be a good time because it is 
the people who make it fun. 
JohnL. Hess 
cimnncAH fn Krxlicki 
Robert D. Decker 
supposed to believe it, you're supposed to 
laugh. 
As when the Old Trouper told about the 
woman who wrote to thank him for bounc 
ing her off a CETA job-training program. 
A year ago they were celebrating the in-
auguration with champagne. Now they 
are glowering and snapping at one 
another. 
But not the Old Trouper. "She is now employed In a $25,000-a-
Rlght-thinking columnists grumble that y e a r J0** o u t i n the private sector." 
the administration is going soft on com- ( P a u s e tor applause.) "She says it beats 
munism. The editor of the Wall Street daytime television.M (Roar of laughter.) 
Journal cries, "Who's in charge here?" A A ^ P o r t e r with no sense of humor 
note of hysteria can be heard. checks it out. Turns out the young 
But not from the Old Trouper. Watch w o m a n ' a n Illinois Republican heiress, 
him on the TV screen - aw-shucks man- ^ h a v e a CETA grant, was studying to 
ner, flashing grin, crinkly eyes that can p l l o t h e r Emi ly ' s private plane and she 
twinkle or turn steely at will. Nothing has d l d w r i t e t h e President to approve of his 
changed. eliminating CETA. Gratefully, a White 
And why should it? He has been perfec- H o u s € a i 6 e c a l l e d t h e governor of Illinois, 
ting the role naw for 45 years and it has w h o g a v e ^ r a higher-paying state job. 
servedhim well: the nice boy of the stan- . S h e n e v e r did mention daytime TV. 
dard B-movie who meets girl, loses girl you've got to admit it was a 
and wins girl in the end. Trustworthy, b e t t e r s t o r y t h e w a y t h e Old Trouper told 
friendly, brave, clean and reverent. ^ , 
Journalists have a hard time reconcil-
ing this character they see every day with 
the tough politician who is acting him. 
They are also confused by his changing 
lines. 
As late as last February, in his State of 
the Economy Address, the Old Trouper 
was reciting: "We know now that infla-
tion results from all that deficit spen-
ding." By autumn, when it becomes clear 
that he will do more deficit spending than 
any other president in history, is he faz-
ed? 
Not the Old Trouper. With a warm and 
sincere gaze, he says he never promised 
to balance the budget; it was only a goal. 
Says it without flubbing a line. 
With any other politician, that would be 
a fib. But the Old Trouper, he 's just 
reading his lines. You wouldn't expect an 
actor to always recite the same script, 
would you? 
Tne editor ot the Wall Street Journal 
overlooked this. He was upset because the 
president said at his news conference last 
month that he had no intention o f ra i s ing 
. any taxes, but a few minutes later his 
spokesman said the president didn't ex-
actly mean that. 
"Who's in charge he r e?" the editor 
. cried. Let him be reassured. The Old 
Trouper is in charge and has been right 
. along. 
The audience gets confused because in 
his current engagement he has to do a lot 
of ad libblng. Dibs and dabs of old scripts 
come to mind and e r ror creeps in. It 's up 
to the aides to straighten this out. 
I t ' s simple if you think of him In his pro-
fessional role a s a crowd pleaser like, 
say. Bob Hope. Feed Hope a straight line 
and he'll pitch you a curve. You're not 
He's got a million of them. The Dest one 
is how we can adopt a war budget of $1.5 
trillion while cutting taxes from the top -
because, you see, the lower the taxes, the 
more money they'll bring in. 
It may seem as improbable as the 
scenario of a B movie. But remember , 
those movies always had a happy ending. 
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Peace of Mind What's To Be Done? 
by Dan Rutt 
Perhaps last Friday, Jan. 15, passed 
most by without any special meaning, but 
to many people, Including myself, it was a 
day of great Inspiration. That day was 
Martin Luther King J r . ' s 51st birthday. 
His birthday is an inspirational reminder 
in that it allows us, especially those of us 
who are too young to remember his life 
first-hand, to learn and reflect on what 
following a true Christian life can do. He 
followed Christ 's example of non-vlolonce 
with prophetic faith, and with the 
strength that it gave him he led others. 
His fight was for Negro civil liberties and 
against the racism that denied them. 
Dr. King explains it best himself ; "Who 
are we . We are the descendents of 
slaves. We are the offspring of noble men 
and women who were kidnapped from 
their native land and chained in ships like 
beasts. We are the heirs of a great and ex-
ploited continent known as Africa. We are 
the heirs of a past of rope, fire and 
murder. I am not ashamed of this past. 
My shame is for those who became so in-
human that they could inflict this torture 
upon us." 
And again: "Perhaps it is easy for 
those who have never felt the stinging 
dar ts of segregation to say, 'wait. ' But 
when you have seen vicious mobs lynch 
your mothers and fathers at will and 
drown your sisters and brothers at 
whim;...when you see the vast majority 
of your twenty million Negro brothers 
smothering in an airtight cage of poverty 
In the midst of an affluent society; ...when 
you suddenly find your tongue twisting 
and your speech s tammering as you seek 
to explain to your six-year-old daughter 
why she can't go to the public amusement 
park, and see her beginning to distort her 
personality by developing an unconscious 
bitterness toward white people;.. .and 
when you are harried by day and haunted 
by night by the fact that you are a 
Negro...forever fighting a degenerated 
sense of 'Nobodiness' • then you will 
understand why we find It difficult to 
wait ." 
He led the weak against the strong, and 
won. He suffered Injustices and abuses 
faithfully and courageously when most 
men would have struck back In the war to 
get even. He was arrested and Jailed five 
t imes; he suffered a near-fatal stabbing 
and his family was threatened. His home 
was bombed twice, but still his love over-
came. 
"While 1 lay In that quiet front bedroom, 
with a distant s t reet lamp throwing a 
reassuring glow through the curtained 
window, 1 began to think of the 
vlckxisness of people who would bomb my 
home. I could feel the anger rising when 1 
realized that my wife and baby could 
have been killed. I thought about the city 
commissioners and all of the statements 
they had made about me and the Negro 
generally. I was once more on the verge 
of corroding hatred. And once more I 
caught myself and said: 'you must not 
allow yourself to become b i t t e r . ' " 
He taught (or should I say re-taught) us 
that hate and violence are what lead to 
the destruction of our community. As he 
once said so prophetically: "If I meet 
hate with hate I become depersonalized, 
because creation is so designed that my 
personality can only be fulfilled in the 
context of communi ty . Booker T. 
Washington was right: 'let no man pull 
you so low as to make you hate him.' 
When he pulls you that low he brings you 
to the point of working against communi-
ty: he drags you to the point of defying 
creation, and thereby becoming deper-
sonalized." 
Martin Luther King J r . ' s dream includ-
ed much more than Just an end to racism; 
it included the beginning of a new will and 
faith that would bring Justice to where our 
old selfishness and casual acceptance of 
inequalities had taken Justice away. As 
stated by Dr. King in his acceptance of 
the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize: " I have the 
a u d a c i t y to be l i eve t h a t peop les 
everywhere can have three meals a day 
for their tired bodies, education and 
culture for their minds, and dignity, 
equality and freedom for their spirits. I 
believe that what self-centered men have 
torn down, men other-centered can build 
up. I stil believe that one day mankind 
will bow before the al tars of God and be 
crowned triumphant over war and blood-
whed, and non-violent redemptive good-
will will proclaim the rule of the land. And 
the Hon and the lamb will He down 
together and evry man shall sit under his 
own vine and fig tree and none shall be 
afraid. ' I still believe that we shall over-
come." 
On April 4, 196a, Martin Luther King 
J r . ' s life on ear th was ended a t the hands 
of a murderer . The dream Is now in our 
hands and It Is our choice alone as to 
whether It lives or dies. He has shown us 
once again, following In the footsteps of 
Christ, that non-violence Is the way. I will 
leave you with what he left us: "Always 
be sure that you struggle with Christian 
methods and Christian weapons. Never 
succomb to the temptation to be bitter. As 
you press on for Justice, be sure to move 
with dignity and discipline, using only the 
weapon of love...If you succumb to the 
temptation of using violence In your 
struggle, unborn generations will be the 
recipients of a long and desolate night of 
bitterness, and your chief legacy to the 
future will be an endless reign of mean-
ingless chaos." 
by Timothy Shaffer 
James Randi--the "Amazing Rand i" -
visited Hope's campus last week, leaving 
behind a legacy of laughter and skep-
ticism that titillated some and terrified 
others. An articulate spokesman for 
d o u b t e r s e v e r y w h e r e , R a n d i 
systematically struck down arguments 
for the existence of everything from 
psychic healing to astral projection to the 
abominable snowman-a belief that he 
labeled "abominable." Though it was 
often difficult to differentiate the per-
former from the serious skeptic, one 
message came through loud and clear . 
James Randi is a man firmly committed 
to the eradication of sham, hypocrisy, 
and blind belief. 
His quick wit and stinging punch lines 
often left his audiences in stitches, but the 
moral of his lectures almost always 
brought about Intense discussion and the 
inevitable question, "Do you believe in 
God?" Randi 's answer was that he had no 
reason to believe In the existence of God, 
therefore he could not accept it blindly, 
He specifically stated that he also had no 
evidence that God didn't exist, therefore 
he couldn't accept that belief either. 
Perhaps Randi will never find any 
Where Have they All 
Gone? 
Every day In the United States, four 
square miles of our nation's pr ime farm 
lands a re shifted to uses other than 
agriculture. Michigan is losing 100,000 to 
200,000 acres of rich farmland each year. 
Harvested crop acreage is decreasing 
four times faster thant the national 
average. The thief is urban sprawl. 
Before this century is out, we will pave 
over an area the size of Indiana. 
As populations expand and the need for 
food increases at home and abroad one 
asks: What does the continuing loss of our 
best fa rm lands portend for the future? 
How long will It be before the farm land 
loss severly cripples f a rm land produc-
tion? 
The bind comes at a bad time when we 
no longer have reserve land set aside, 
when global food demands are hitting 
new highs, and when agricultural exports 
have become essential to offset large 
trade deficits. 
WHAT IS PRIME FARMLAND, AND 
WHY IS IT DISAPPEARING? Pr ime 
farmland is the best land for farming. 
Prime acres a re flat or gently rolling, and 
susceptible to little or no soil erosion. 
They are our most energy-efficient acres, 
producing the most food, fiber, forage 
and oilseed crops with the least amount of 
fuel, fertilizer and labor. Their soil quails 
ty, growing season and moisture supply 
assure continuous, high productivity 
C 
to 
evidence for either belief, but that is not 
the major issue here. Christians are a 
puzzling lot when it comes to anything 
that challenges their beliefs. 1 had a per-
son in a class of mine say, "1 don't even 
want to see J a m e s Randi. He's Just 
another of those who don't believe in 
anything unless it can be proven. He 
scares me because he challenges my 
faith." Another friend of mine, a strong 
Christian and ardent admirer of Randi, 
said that Randi's lectures had led him to 
question his own beliefs. To this 1 say 
good, bravo, excellent! A person should 
question his beliefs everyday of his life. 
How valid are beliefs that have never 
been questioned or tested? Should a 
Christian try to live in an intellectual and 
spiritual vacumn? 
Another friend of mine likened a per-
son's belief structure to a sculpture that 
one continually pares and reshapes. By 
continually chipping away at our Intellec-
tual marble, by continually refining our 
belief structure, we perpetuate a mental 
acumen that prepares us to handle a Jim 
Jones, a Reverend Moon, an Adolf Hitler. 
Blind belief only leads top Intellectual 
stagnation and that is the first step down 
the road to totalitarianism. 
without degrading the environment. 
Pr ime farm lands a re also the essential 
and least costly to build upon. One million 
acres of America 's P r ime farm lands are 
urbanized each year . A million acres 
equals a half mile strip of land from New 
York to California. In addition to the 
prime farm land loss, we are losing 
another two million acres of lesser quali-
ty agricultural land to non-agricultural 
conversion each year . The total annual 
loss of three million acres is the 
equivalent of 320 acres, or a half-section 
of fa rm land per hour. 
WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES 
OF OUR FARM LAND LOSS? Lower food 
production at a t ime when the demand is 
the g rea t e s t F a n n e r s are cultivating 
marginally productive land which takes 
more fuel, fertilizer^ and severe erosion 
becomes a problem. Prices rise. The en-
vironment is degraded due to the increase 
of sedimentation caused by erosion. 
Water quality is imparled by sedimenta-
tion, wildlife is lost, and the beauty of the 
landscape Is diminished. Certain unique 
crops many disappear as well as the loss 
of local fresh food markets may occur. 
Jobs are lost and work of the f a n n e r may 
be viewed with annoyance or outright 
hostility by urban neighbors. 
W H A T A B O U T P O T E N T I A L • 
CROPLAND AND THE FUTURE? There 
(continued on p. 6) 
CD 
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o The Quest 
Fifty Freshman Polled were Pleased with Hope 
by Er ic Bmmmel 
This issue inaugurates an anchor 
feature entitled "The Quest ." This 
^ feature, a poll of the campus community, 
•g seeks points of view on wide-ranging 
§ issues. It is one aspect of the anchor's 
U search for, and striving after, feelings 
^ and beliefs that effect our world views 
j here at Hope. 
0 At times, it may also include my views 
^ or questions I feel must be addressed. 
^ Therefore, the percentage yes, percen-
O tage no of typical polls will be infused 
x
 with life in "The Quest." There is,I may 
add, a personal reason for my participa-
tion in this endeavor. I seek the confirma-
tion or refutation of my own view of Hope 
and its inhabitants. With that, let us pro-
ceed to this week's question. 
To kick off "The Quest," I asked the 
following question to fifty freshman, 
equal gender representation: "Based 
upon last semester, would you spend 
three more years at Hope? Why or why 
not?" The response, in totality, should 
please those who are concerned with such 
matters . The statistics, expressed in 
percentages, are as follows: 
Male Female Total 
Yes 84 88 86 
No 12 8 10 
Undecided 4 4 4 
Numbers, however, a re more in-
formative when accompanied by the com-
ments of respondents. Many, both men 
and women, said they like Hope because 
of that nebulous quality possessed by all 
institutions-atmosphere. Initially, I let 
this response stand on its own; however, 
realizing I didn't know what the concep-
tion of atmosphere encompasses, I 
thereafter pressed on. 
Generally, I believe, many of the 
responses can be grouped together to 
define what seemed to be the prevailing 
conception of atmosphere. It is, as one 
many put it, the lack of a "heavy feeling, 
like crawling through dense, heavy fog." 
Perhaps the cooperation and help receiv-
ed f rom instructors, a factor the 
freshmen often mentioned, helps to ex-
plain this absence. Hope's academic 
quality, another important factor to 
which students often referred, is directly 
related to the student-instructor relation-
ship. The desire for a good education is, 
implicitly perhaps, an overriding concern 
here at Hope. 
Another aspect which may shed light on 
Hope's "l ight" atmosphere is the social 
life which abounds here, according to 
some. But this is a point of contention as 
we will see later. One woman respondent 
enjoyed the traditional events, the Pull 
and Nykerk. Another "loved the part ies." 
One of the gentlemen questioned said he 
liked the Christian attitude of the cam-
pus. A few of the men referred to the Dow 
Center as a highlight and the op-
portunities to participate in athlet ics-
both on the collegiate teams and on an in-
dividual basis. Many mentioned Hope's 
size as a plus, enjoying the smallness and 
the chance to know a lot of people on a 
level deeper than the superficial. 
Stephani Seutter, Phelps. I don't think I'll 
be back next semester. The cost. Too 
strict. Overprotected. It 's like a world in 





In Arcadian Lobby 




Sherri Allen, Dykstra. Yes. Because even 
when you had troubles, the professors 
helped...they were good. There is an op-
portunity for personal and spiritual 
growth here. 
NEED HELP? 




Ask for Sharon 
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23 E. 8th 
Holland 
Now let's hear the other sides. The 
social life at Hope is a source of both 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction. One 
woman said there was "no way to have 
fun on Hope's campus unless you are a 
member of a sorority." Also, complaints 
about the lack of pool tables in women's 
dormitories, the absence of a bowling 
alley on campus, and the paucity of non-
Greek-sponsored dances, were forward-
ed. The Christian aspect of Hope was at-
tacked also. One respondent stated, 
"Hope is a Christian college but you have 
to look to find the Christian," and, when 
asked to define Christian, she replied that 
"Christians don't say 'Oh, God' or come 
home drunk on weekends. ' ' 
One man 's negative response, based on 
his ex perience last semester, involved 
the women here at Hope. He felt they had 
their "noses stuck to the sky" and stuck 
to their "little cliques." He added, 
however, that this was the "ma jo r i t y " 
and that there were exceptions to be 
found. 
An overriding concern is finances. 
Some felt they would not be able to attend 
Hope nex t y e a r b e c a u s e of the 
"escalating costs" and that it is "too ex-
pensive." 
Naturally, there were other responses 
to this week's question. Space and pro-
priety, however, prevent me from 
re la t ing more , a l though all were 
generously offered, and for that I express 
my sincere thanks. Unfortunately, the 
response I would deem most enlightening 
was unavailable; after one semester, this 
person no longer attends Hope. Different 
points of view, which "The Quest" seeks, 
are, I believe, imperative in the quest for 
a meaningful education. They will con-
tinue to appear here. 
Jocllyn Shall, Dykstra. Yes. Because l . . . 
had good profs. I t 's a place to get a good Am, Dirkse Dykstra. Yes, 1 w o u ^ I en-
education. There are lots of social ac- J o y e d 11 1 l l k e d t h e people , and classes 
tivities to be involved in. w e n t 0 k too!. .1 guess. 
Farmlands (continued from p. 5) 
is very little potential cropland in 
reserve. A recent study made by the Soil 
Conservation Service concluded there is 
only 135 million acres potential cropland 
remaining in the United States and only 
22 million of these acres are prime acres 
with high potential of conversion to 
cropland. 
George Antham, Washington Cor-
respondent, projects by the year 2,000 all 
food produced in the U.S. will be consum-
ed here, prices will rise sharply, food ex-
Dionne Warwick 
says: "Get your 
blood into 
circulation." 
Call Red Cross now 
for a blood donor 
appointment. 
iyfw & t*n ft Ti*. 'jtrrl 
ports will no longer be available to offset 
trade deficits, and hungry people of other 
nations will be on their own for food sup-
plies. 
CAN WE FORESTALL A CRISIS? Ac-
tion to protect our farm lands from fur-
ther loss must be taken now. When the 
problem does go critical it may well be 
beyond remedy. We must examine this 
question of land use now. Most govern-
ments take their cropland for granted. 
Political leaders seem oblivious to these 
pressures, perhaps because Uie cropland 
loss occurs in the countryside, while most 
political leaders live in the city. 
WHO IS CONCERNED? Losses have 
b e e n e n o r m o u s in C a l i f o r n i a , 
W a s h i n g t o n , M a r y l a n d , F l o r i d a , 
Michigan. New Jersey. Massachusetts. 
New York and Virginia. Lyle Bauer, 
President, National Association of Con-
servation Districts: "A little bit of this 
farm land is leaving us everyday. It is be-
ing chipped away silently and nobody 
sees it. There is plenty of food, so nobody 
really cares that much." Citizens must 
become concerned about the loss of 
America's f a rm land. 
WHERE IS YOUR RJRIM^ FARM 
LAND? A fa rm land inventory is under-
way by the USDA's Soil Conservati6n Ser-
vice. It identifies prime, unique, and 
other important farm lands. . Ottawa 
County completed a Prinie1 ferm! lands 
map based on soil types in units of 10,000 
acres or more in 1977. The Ottawa Soil 
and Water Conservation District is 
p resen t ly developing an Essential 
Farmlands Map on individual land units 
in the County based on present and poten-
tial land use. This information is now 
available from the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice, Grand Haven, Michigan. 
Entertainment Committee 
Reports Progress 
by Christine Peterson 
,4Let me entertain you" is how the song 
goes, and that is just what SAC's Enter-
tainment Committee does. This year 's 
committee, comprised of ten very active 
members, is chaired by myself along with 
Chris Van Eyl. Together, this committee 
will present a total of six dances, four 
mini-concerts, and hopefully, a major 
concert. 
In the past years this committee had 
experienced a decline in activity. The ma-
jor events produced last year consisted 
mostly of d a n c e s - W e l c o m e Back, 
Nykerk, Pull, May Day. Bryan Bigelow 
saw Hope's need to increase this commit-
tee's activity level. The turning point 
came when this committee produced the 
March 1981 Pure Prair ie League concert. 
Riding on the over-all success of this con-
cert, the Main Planning Board of SAC ex-
panded the responsibilities of this com-
mittee to include a new mini-concert 
series, more dances, and a major con-
cert. 
Last semester this committee began to 
institute its new responsibilities. The new 
mini-concert series, "The Fest ival 
Series" was born. The purpose behind 
"The Festival Series" is to bring bigger 
name and more expensive talent from dif-
ferent areas of entertainment. Spheeris 
and Voudouris were the first musicians to 
perform in this series. Steve Harris, a 
talented mime, appeared next. The 
"Lucky 13 Casino Night" let the students 
create their own excitement Las Vegas 
Style. The latest per former was James 
Randi. Four dances were produced last 
semester: Orientation Dance--T/je Whiz 
Kids; Pull Dance-Savage; Homecoming 
Dance-Crayons; Nykerk Dance-Dwar/ . 
Truely, a busy semester. 
What will this new semester bring? So 
far plans are in the making for two more 
dance, one major concert, and maybe 
some entertainment in the new student 
center. Tentatively, we have been talking 
with the fraternities and sororities in an 
attempt to coordinate an all-campus 
dance. Also, WTAS and the Entertain-
ment Committee are considering br-
inging in the band Phil-and-the Blanks for 
a dance. And yes, there will be a May Day 
dance. 
Students often ask "Are we going to 
have a major concert?" The best answer 
that we can give is that tentatively a ma-
jor concert is scheduled for the first half 
of April; however, it is too early to tell 
who the band will be or even if a concert 
will develop. Producing major concert^ 
happens instantaneously or it does not 
happen at all-concerts are not predic-
table. If you have any ideas about a band 
that you would like to see in concert, call 
the Student Affairs office at Ext. 2110. 
Any ambitious student who would like 
to be involved in the planning and produc-
ing of any of the Entertainment Commit-
tee events is invited to call Chris Peterson 
at ext. 2110. The Entertainment Commit-
tee is always anxious to involve more 
students. 
Food for Thought 
by Roland D. VanEs, J r . 
What is the origin of Life? Are we 
creatures of God or creatures of chance? 
Carl Sagan assures us that we are all 
made of stardust. All that was necessary 
for life were the gases of the earth 's at-
mosphere, some energy from lightning, 
and a lot of time. Life emerged from the 
primieval organic soup of the ear th ' s 
oceans. Though the inorganic evolution of 
life has yet to be proven, it is convincing 
enough for many. But even if it is true 
does that necessarily mean God is dead? 
The problem is that though science is 
adept at explaining the how of life, it is 
not very adept with the why. Such ques-
tions as: What is the purpose of our ex-
istence? Is not life more than survival? 
Why do rational men choose love over 
hate and justice over injustice? Where do 
we get our idea of right and wrong? These 
questions cannot be answered by science. 
I have no quarrel with scientists or with 
evolution. My quarrel is with those that 
would extend the scentific approach to all 
areas of life. For example. Congress is 
trying to determine just when human life 
begins. Though the job is one for 
philosophers, what we see is an endless 
parade of scientists. A fertilized egg is 
most certainly alive, but is it human? 
Most fertilized eggs never make it to the 
uterine wall. Are we to mourn that fact as 
we mourn the loss of a relative? 
Similarily, I have no quarrel with 
evolution. My quarrel is with those that 
would attempt to use evolution to prove 
more than it is capable of proving. I have 
no problem accepting the idea that life 
forms change over time. I do have a pro-
blem, however, with the idea that life sud-
denly appeared where before there was 
only inanimate matter . 
It is important to note that while there 
is a lot of evidence for Darwinian evolu-
tion of the species, there is little solid 
evidence for the chemical evolution that 
shows inorganic matter giving rise to life. 
Before more evidence is in, accepting 
such a theory is as much an act of faith as 
belief in God, and should be recognized as 
such. 
Calendar 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21 
4 p.m. , Snow Bowl in tho Pino 
Crovo. „ 
5 p.m., DoWitt Thootro, Groot Por-
formonco Soriot : Dr. Potor Arno f t ' t 
Classical Mar ionot tos, "Oodipus 
Rox" f roo admission. 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 22 
2:30 p.m. , Poalo 50, Biology 
Sominar : Richard D u k o l o w of 
Michigan Stato Univorsity, "Choosing 
a Graduato Program in Biology." 
7 p.m. , SAC prosonts Wintor Fan-
tasia. 
7:30 and 10 p.m., Winants, SAC 
Film: "Foul Play," $1.50 
8 p.m., DoWitt Thoatro, Groat Por-
formanco Sorios: Dr. Potor Arnott 's 
Classical Marionottos, "The Bac-
chao," f roo admission. 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23 
. 7:30 Winants, SAC Film: "84 ," 
$1.00. 
8 p.m., DoWitt Thoatro. Groat Per-
formance Sorios: Dr. Peter Arnott 's 
Classical Marionettes, "Cyclops," 
free admission. 
10 p.m., Winants, SAC Film: "Foul 
Play," $1.50 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 26 
11 a.m., The Al ley, Resume-Letter 
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Scientists tell us that the first brain waves 
appear at 12 weeks, the first movement at 
6 weeks, the first heart beat at only 3-4 
weeks, but that the nervous system is not 
fully connected until 24 weeks. But, as 
"Newsweek" put it, "The problem is not 
determining when actual human life 
begins, but when the value of that life 
begins to outweigh other considerations, 
such as the health, or even the happiness, 
of the mother. And on that question, 
science is silent." 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 28 
3 p.m. , The Al ley, Interviewing 
Skills Workshop. 
3 : 1 5 p . m . , L u b b e r s L o f t , 
Humanit ies Division Col loquium: 
Nancy Taylor, Associate Professor of 
English, "Some Observations about 
the Short Fiction Stories of Flannery 
O'Connor and Eudora Walty." 
B p.m., Winants, Internat ional 
Relations Club Film: "La Dolce V i ta . " 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 29 
2:30 p.m., Peale 50,*Biology and 
Chemistry Seminar: Donald Warner, 
Up|ohn Company, "Studies of a 
Possible Role of Water in Protein 
Structure and Biological Function." 
7:30 and 10 p.m., Winants, SAC 
Film: "Coal Miner's Daughter," 
$1.50. 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 30 
7:30 p.m., Winants, SAC Film: 
"Lady Kil lers," $1.00. 
10 p.m., Winants, SAC Film: "Coal 






Hair Styling for 
Men & Women 
/ \ 
208 S River be tween 8th and Vfhj Hol land 
Phone; (616) 392 2828 
* 1
 C i A # 0 ^ e r ^rom the 
W t Vw oldest & largest 
truly international 
bookclub. 
"A Better Way to Buy Books " 
The Academic Book Club has 
expanded the idea of a 
traditional book club into a 
completely new and unique 
concept. 
SAVE 20-40% 
ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT! 
Save up to 80% 
on selected titles. 
• NO GWIMICKS 
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES 
• • AND NO HARD SELL 
Just low, low prices every day 
of the year: unlimited 
choice of books; 
and fast, efficient, personal 
service on every order. 
ACADEMIC BOOK CLUB 
U.SJk.; Ctpt VlnoMI. K m York IMIUBN 




1891, 1005 AP Amttordam. 
TY* Nt twHiodi 
71. First Crott Strwt, 
Colombo II. SH Lank* 
Africa: P.O. Box 49, laro. Ogun Stato. 
NlgtHo 
Dear ABC. 
Pteaso tail mo. without any obligation on 
my part, how I can ordor for my so If and for 
my friends anywhere in the world tny book 
in print, from any publlahor. from any country, 
in a I moat any language. 
Tail me in addition how I can save 20-40% 
on these booka Joining the ACADEMIC BOOK 
CLUB and paying a memborahip fee aa low aa 
1 81 daily (tt.SO annually). 
I undoratand that one of the foaturea of the 
club ia that I am not now. nor will I aver bo. 
under any obligation whatsoever to buy any 
particular book or quantity of booka from 
Academic Book Club. 
PLEASE Pfl I NT-
Circle appropriate abbreviationa(a): Or Prof. 


















James Randi and the Paranormal: An Interview. 
D nn/4( • no\jc*r Ka^II tn ( 
U 'm -
b v D e a n M . l i o r t e r 
J a m e s Randi , the "Amazing Randi ," 
was on Hope's Campos las t week. Mr. 
Randi Is a conjuror , lecturer , ama teu r 
astronomer and the au thor of (our books 
Including " T h e Magic of Uri GeUer." He 
has spoken before m a n y scientific, 
academic, medical , r e sea rch and profes-
sional organizations all over the world. 
He has writ ten for many scientific Jour-
nals and periodicals, and is one of the 
founding m e m b e r s of The Committee for 
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the 
Paranormal . He is best known as the 
debunker of "psychics^ln recent years on 
television and in scientific periodicals. 
Morler; How did you begin as a conjuror 
and how dW your interes ts turn to the 
pa ranormal . 
Randi: Well, as an a m a t e u r conjuror at 
the age of 15 in Toronto, Canada where I 
was born, I began studying conjuring 
with various f r iends and under the 
tutelage of a couple of local semi-
professional magicians. I also attended a 
meeting of a spiri tualist called the 
Assembly of Inspired Thought. At the 
Assembly I saw very regular processes of 
conjury techniques being used to deceive 
people into believing they were talking 
with spirits f rom beyond. I w a s first of all 
intrigued and then insulted by the whole 
proposition, and 1 stood u p in one of those 
meetings and condemned the operator of 
the process and told the congregation 
there that they were being f l im-flammed. 
He called the police and 1 was taken out 
interfer ing with 
• • • v• • • • vy -^ -y ' ' ' ' 
"The Amazing Rand i . " (photo by R lckAvra . ) 
in 
Randi : You've never been to China but 
you believe China is there. 
M: That is true. But I a m aware of 
parents deceiving their children. 
Randi : Tha t ' s t rue. But does tha t mean 
they a re deceiving chi ldren in this case. 
You have a difficult t ime answer ing the 
question because the answer is very ob-
vious and d o e s n t occur to you, and the 
reason is there is not sufficiently good 
evidence for you to believe in Santa 
Claus. The evidence Is all anecdotal , It is 
of a very low level of anecdote, and it 
doesn't appeal to your reason, but that Is 
not enough. The reason for not believing 
In claims of the p a r a n o r m a l and the 
parapsychologists is they don't have 
repeatable exper iments . Any science re-
quires that you have repea tab le ex-
per iments so that someone can do it and 
get the s a m e results consistently. The se-
cond thing Is that the evidence they do 
present, even for the exper iments they 
c la im a re successes, is highly doubtful 
when you look into It. The closer you look 
into them and the more you look into 
them, the fur ther away the evidence 
seems to be. It is not like anything else 
where your observing powers or informa-
tion that you get f rom observing gets bet-
te r as you get closer to the subject . This is 
the exact inverse of tha t ; it s eems to get 
fur ther and fur ther away. 
M: 1 have read of the claim that the CIA 
. and government a r e spending money 
developing "psychic weapons . " 
Randi : They call them psyclotronic 
weapons. Two of the propositions that 
really scare me a r e the main ones they 
a r e working on: to find out whether or not 
and locked up for I a 
religious meeting. I m a d e up my mind at hfOUwe 
that moment tht I would have someday proached some t ime ago and Is with us at R a n d i e y
 a o f a R u s s l a n 
the authority, position and pla t form from this very moment . b e h e v M n it FOT exampte^ I a d i you a missile or s a t e M e they can destroy It. 
which to ten people these things and be M: Why shouldn't people believe In the j j j j v e m ' y o r e x a ^ s e n s i b l e y T h j s ^ k n o w n a s - s y m p a t h e t i c m a g i c / ' 
respectably listened to. That t ime ap- paranormal? • S ^ i y o u S e ^ n S l l ^ a u s ' ^ Now you laugh a t L l But there are 
M: No, I do not. generals with a Vot of b r a s s on their 
Randi: Why not? shoulders who take this seriously and are 
• M: 1 have never met the man. (continued on p. 9) 

















The New Yorker Menswear 
is offering to you a very 
wide selection of top qulaity 
brand name fashions and a 
10% discount with your 
student I.D. 
Offer expires March 31, 1982 
Sale items not includes 
Bring in your Hope ID and get 10 % Off 
on non-sale items. 







Ottawa Village Plaza 
991 Butternut 399-5480 
I AAon.-Tues,, Wed., Sat 10:00-6:00 
! Thurs. and Fri 10:00-8:00 
I 
WTAS to Hold 
Open House 
WTAS is ushering in a new era of cam-
pus radio by going FM, and is celebrating 
that improvement and reaching out to the 
students with an open house this Saturday 
(Jan. 23). General Manager Jon Jung and 
his staff are giving away prizes of all 
sorts: there will be albums, dozens of 
posters of a variety of artists, hats, t-
shits. pizzas, and food coupons from local 
restaurants 
Besides eating food and choosing 
posters to take home, visitors will hav^ 
the opportunity to sit in the DJ seat, spin a 
couple of discs, and say their words to 
radioland. All this goes on in the WTAS of-
fice and studios in the Kollen Hall base-
ment this Saturday from 2; 00 to 5:30. 
Be sure to watch this spot weekly for 
WTAS A l b u m R e v i e w s , w e e k l y 
highlights, and the "DJ of the Week " 
throughout the course of the semester. 
I.R.C. Initiates Imported Film Festival 
Randi (continued from p. 8) 
spending six million dollars a year on that 
project alone, known as "project vam-
pire, ' ' with the pentagon. The second pro-
position they a re looking for is to see if 
they can organize a band of psychics to 
reside in Washington, D.C.» and if a 
missile should come in on Washington, to 
concentrate on that missile and make it 
explode in the past, in another day and 
age perhaps fifty years in the past. Now 
that introduces and interesting paradox. 
If they were able to do that, In say 1982 
they were able to make it explode back in 
1932, a lot of us who are not 50 years of age 
yet may not exist, because that atom 
bomb would have gone off in Washington 
in 1932 and would have changed the whole 
history of the world, but we wouldn't be 
aware of it because that would be the 
now, the present. 
M: You have written about Uri Geller 
where you expose his trickery and dif-
ferent things he has done. He has conced-
ed that you can duplicate his feats using 
trickery, but that the difference is like 
"comparing a Picasso to a perfect fake." 
How do you react to that and his claim 
that you may be an agent for the USSR 
trying to stop the United States research 
in the paranormal? 
Randi: Oh. there ' s that too, yes. 
Whenever in doubt, the pressure gets too 
strong, you create a Psi gap; between the 
Soviets and the U.S.A. and you get all the 
brass rattling their sabers and their 
wallets, and they start to give out huge 
amounts of money to these claptrap 
scientists to study these things. Geller of 
by Amy Purvis 
Travel to exotic, far corners of the 
world - via film! The Hope College Inter-
national Relations Club Is proud to an-
nounce the 1982 Foreign'Fllm Festival, a 
six-part series featuring visits to Japan , 
Italy, Germany. South Africa, India, and 
the Soviet Union. 
Each year the IRC, a group of foreign 
and American Hope students committed 
to promoting cross-cultural understan-
ding, allocates par t of their budget for br-
inging films from abroad to campus. Ad-
mission for the 1982 series will be free. 
This year 's film selection committee 
worked especially hard to select films 
representing a wide variety of foreign 
flavors and reflecting the cultural. 
historical, and political experiences ot the 
people the films portray. Instead of car-
course Jumped on that bandwagon right 
away after I completely discredited him 
in 1975, at which point all the scientists 
dropped him and he went back to selling 
Tupperware or whatever It was that he 
was selling. As a mat te r of fact, he 
started to sell health foods via column 
that went something like "Immortality 
through proper diet ." He Immediately In-
voked the terrible Psi gap that we a re so 
afraid of, and pointed out the Russians 
were far ahead of us In parapsychologlcal 
research, which Is encouraging for me. It 
shows there are Just as many numbskulls 
working for their government as there 
are over here. The Psi gap doesn't exist. I 
merely say that my duplication of his 
tricks show that they are easily done by 
trickery.that is all. But the burden of pro-
of is on him of course. If he will go In front 
of properly credentialled scientists, and 
prove his powers, tha t ' s a different mat-
ter altogether. 
M: I recently saw a videotape of the test 
you did of an alleged psychic on T.V. for 
your $10,000 challenge. 
Randi: He called himself Sum Chai. It 
turned out to be J a m e s Hydrlk. He said he 
was trained in China by an old Chinese 
master for ten years. Well, It turned out 
he was born in Passaic, New Jersey, and 
they don't even have a decent Chinese 
restaurant there. had never left the 
country, he never had a passport, and he 
had only been to Mexico once and that 
was to smuggle some a rms for which he 
was arrested, and served four years In a 
Los Angeles prison. He had Just gotten 
rying one theme through the film festival, 
the series collects classics; outstanding 
works by Indlglnous film artists to ac-
quaint Americans with the cultural 
values, Important moments, and vital 
political concerns of cultures abroad. 
Koorosh llaml, chairman of the film 
selection committee, expresses the IRC's 
hope that this opportunity to view foreign 
films will "spleen up" the college com-
munity's entertainment scene, by pro-
viding an alternative to the conventional 
choices. Most movies shown on campus 
reflect and re-inforce an American 
perspective. Viewing films from afar 
allows Hopeites a double pleasure: enjoy-
< • / iSfli 
i 
' •• niX fltfUrn 
'tywfwI'Hi 
ment dlmensionallzed by considering 
diverse world views. The Foreign Film 
Festival provides and unique enterUln-
ment opportunity. 
The IRC series opened on Tuesday, 
January 19 with "Seven Samurai" , the 
story of courageaous Japanese warriors 
recruited to free a farming village from 
the scourge of a bandit army. "La Dolce 
Vita", to be shown on Thursday, January 
28 is an Italian film painting a brilliant, 
apocalyptic portrait of Rome through the 
eyes of Marcello, a cynical Journalist, 
in Wlnant Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admis-
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James Rapdl In another tirade against claims of the paranormal (Double ex-
posure by Rick Avra.) 
out of prison at the time he went on 
"That ' s Incredible"- we call it in the 
t rade "That ' s Inedible," slightly different 
pronunciation but much more expressive 
of the true quality of the program. Or else 
It should be called "You're Credulous" or 
"That ' s Dumb." He appeared on that pro-
gram and of course John Davidson fell for 
the whole thing. Poor John, he's a nice 
(continued on p. 10) 
Put yourfeet into RocSports. 
may ifuy never wear shoes again. 
G ' v f n th?tf druthe's teet woo'd 'urt around 
^ • r i i naM-d But KK i r t y being what i l is fh^y 
' e j l ' v have to we a' w m e f h i n g 
So let them wear RocSports They re lighter 
th.in o n j i n i ' v shoes And ft iore corritorf.ible 
Becauve RotSpoiU have a walk suppoft system 
tK i f nivcs your heel i n d arch perfect support And 
i ^engine Vibram" sole that 
rutls tO'ward as you y 
walk I c w a r d 
RocSports 
air bijil* fo 
last too Held together with sf i tchout lasting 
And remfofced wrlh fivefs M u c h like a good 
hiking boot But spiffy looking so yOu can wear 
them almost anywhere 
Do you know any shoe that does all those 
t h i ngs 'Ge t into sometfwig more comfortable 
RocSpo't . 
You' 'eel may never 
want to wear another pair 
Ot shoes 
ATTENTION GREEKS! 
3 letter monograms 
for $4.00 (regularly $5.00) 




Boot style by Special Order 
















to the Birds 
For the past twenty-five years, a hollow 
crackle from the Eas t Coast has invaded 
WTAS once every hour. For many of 
those years, Mutual News has been sen-
ding its signal to WTAS over long-
distance phone lines. "The result was the 
sound of a typical long-distance phone 
call amplified to make It sound even 
worse," complains Jon Jung, WTAS Sta-
tion Manager. "With WTAS going back 
onto FM cable, the importance of good 
sound quality is most important at all 
t imes." 
A $5,000 Mutual supplied "dish" (anten-
na) on Central Street has solved the pro-
blem. The new system includes sending a 
signal from Arlington, Virginia to a 
satellite in space. The "d i sh" receives the 
signal, which is then sent the final short 
distance to WTAS via Michigan Bell lines. 
"The new system not only saves Mutual 
a lot of phone money," according to a 
Mutual spokesman, "but sounds fa r 
superior to conventional land lines." 
Manager Jung agrees, saying "the new 
signal is so good, we can't tell if the an-
nouncer is in Washington or right here in 
Holland!" 
WTAS is now broadcasting live five-
minute newscasts f rom the satellite at the 
beginning of every hour, and will soon be 
airing Mutual spor tscasts scat tered 
throughout the day. 
"Up on the Bird" is broadcast Jargon 
for sending via satellite. Thanks to 
Mutual's generosity, WTAS is going to the 
bird. 
SAC Targets New Film Series 
by Paul Fr ies 
Inspired and encouraged by the over-
whelming success of their weekend film 
series this past semester (the most pro-
fitable to date) , SAC will double their 
previous output of one movie per week 
with the formattoA of an entirely new 
series. Spring semester 1982 marks the 
birth of the Saturday Night Special, week-
ly featuring a particularly noteworthy 
film infrequently available for viewing in 
this area. For the occasion SAC has ap-
propriately christened the already ex-
isting series the Hit List; distinguishing 
the old series from the new is the nature 
of the Special films: old-time favorites, 
classics, foreign fare. While some wilL 
certainly be familiar to everyone, others 
are relatively obscure, but all of the films 
promise to be of exceptional quality, in 
terms of both artistic merit and entertain-
ment value and are highly recommended 
by the selection committee. 
The new series commenced last Satur-
day evening with the adaptation of Kurt 
Vonnegut, J r . ' s Slaughterhouse-Five, 
Forthcoming are films of a diversity of 
genres and styles: 
•Fahrenheit 451, by Francois Truffaut , 
based on Ray gradbury ' s science-fiction 
novel. 
'8^2% I ta l i an f i l m m a k e r F e d e r i c o 
Fellini's autobiographical masterpiece. 
(Presented this Saturday, Jan 23) 
•Bonnie and Clyde, the Arthur Penn 
modem gangster classic. 
•Duck Soup, the quintessential Marx 
Brothers comedy. 
•Blow-up, Antonioni's influencial ex-
ploration of the mystery of images, con-
cerning a photographer 's involvement 
with a murder . 
•Diary of a Country Priest, an important 
and provocative work of Christian ex-
istentialism by ostoyevsky student 
Robert Bresson. 
•Metropolis, the first great science-
fiction film, a huge and lavish silent pro-
duction. 
•Barry Lyndon, a magnificent epic of 
war and love in 18th Century England, 
one of the lesser-known masterpieces of 
the pre-eminent American f i lmmaker, 
Stanley Kubrick, who made 2001: A Space 
Odyssey. A Clockwork Orange, and The 
Shining. 
' - The Adventures of Robin Hood, with Er-
rol Flynn as the great swashbuckler hero. 
series will be presented in Graves 
Hall 
Randi (continued from p. 9) 
looking fella, I guess he t rea ts his family 
right and everything, good singer, wears 
nice clothes, beautiful haircut, nice per-
sonality and smile, but he 's not terribly 
bright, poor John. That ' s not his fault he's 
Just born that way. Of course they've got 
a football player, F ran Tarkenton who, as 
we know, is a scientific expert on all these 
things, and Cathy Lee Crosby, the In-
tellect of the day. These are three sterling 
Intellects and how could we possibly 
doubt their Judgment on these mat te rs of 
an esoteric nature. So they fell for a 
toothpick trick, this Jumping toothpick on 
the nail which was in Martin Gardner ' s 
book "Impromptu Magic"- it is the kind 
of trick you do at a bar to get an extra 
beer when you run out of change; you say 
" I can make a toothpick Jump"- wonder-
ful, here 's your beer. Hydrik learned 
these things while in prison. 
M: Why do you think people are In-
terested In and believe In the Paranor-
mal? 
Randi: It Is very similar to belief in 
religions. The reason that most religions 
are present with us today, and this Is a bit 
of personal philosophy and I don't think 
other people would necessarily adopt it. Is 
because of Man's denial of death. Death is 
a very obvious factor, cats and broccoli 
and other things die. They cease existing 
and they eventually, one hopes by natural 
means, go back into the soil and nourish 
other forms of life that rise and fall with 
them. Perhaps in the meant ime they 've 
reproduced their kind and their function 
is then complete. Man has denied all tha t 
happens to him, 1 don't die, I 've got 
something called a soul, it is a thing a p a r t 
from my body and it goes on living a f te r I 
die. Cats don't have it, turnips don't have 
it, tulips don't have it, wonns don't have 
it, but human beings do, as if we a r e 
something super special. I feel that most 
of the believers in the paranormal today 
are people who have very firm beliefs 
about religion and believe that the 
paranormal is evidence of the truth of 
their religions, that Is supernatural 
powers In general. Or else, they a r e peo-
ple who have denied the religion they 
were raised in because it has disap-
pointed them and doesn't seem to hold 
water, doesn't seem to offer a s much 
glamorous evidence a s the psychics seem 
tooffer. They are more of a scientific bent 
but not enough so to realize that this is not 
science at all, but pseudoscience. The 
media, of course, have been largely 
responsible for most of the irrational ap-
proaches taken in these things. There Is a 
greater deal of evidence available in the 
media, none of it is very good but there Is 
a great deal of it. Marcus Aurellus said It 
many years ago In the days of Rome: "It 
Is not the quantity of evidence that mat-
ters, it is the quali ty." That is something 
we should all remember . 
COMING 
SOON! 
Hot, freshly mode and baked 
PIZZA consisting of only the 
highest ingredients DELIVER-
ED FREE TO YOUR ROOM. 
The quality will be JUST LIKE 
DOWNTOWN if not a little 
better, but the prices will 




Hope College Food Services, Inc. 
(616) 396-7022 




c w r i n n - Goldie Mown Starring,
 c h e v y c h < l s e 
Friday, Jan. 22: 7:30 & }0:30 
Saturday, Jan. 23: 10:00 
Winants Aaditorium 
Admission: $1.50 w/ ID 
Federico Fellini's 




Admission: $1.00 w/ID 
Look Out Opponents! > r 
by Steve Underwood 
When a team exceeds its victory total 
from the previous season less than 
halfway through the present one, It 's ob-
vious that it is t ime to throw away the 
past and head for bigger and better 
things. That means. 'Look out, op-
ponents!' 
By dispensing of Adrian 71-61 last Fri-
day, the Hope women's basketball team 
not only squared its record in the MIAA at 
1-1, overall mark to 7-4, but may have 
finally shed its weak sister role for good. 
The won-lost totals stand in stark contrast 
to last season's 6-16 overall and 4-8 league 
marks. 
Much of Hope's season has elapsed 
since the last issue of the anchor. Their 
last game before break, a staggering 72-
32 loss to Aquinas on Dec. 9, was their se-
cond straight defeat by 30 points-plus, a 
distasteful reminder of last season. (The 
Dutchwomen fell to the opposition by 30-
plus points seven t imes last season.) 
But the following southern trip was a 
success, according to Coach Mar je 
Snyder, ' i t was the right combination of 
recreation and hard work ..without the 
pressures pf school...it was good for the 
teaip spirit and unity.*' The Dutch also 
boosted their record to 6-3 by winning 
three out of four contests on the tour. 
On Jan. 2, Hope knocked off Rollins Col-
lege, 76-73. It was the most points the win-
ners had scored in any one game this 
season or the last. Robin Pfeiffer burned 
the.neU for 25 points on 9 of 14 from the 
floor and 7 of 9 f rom the foul line. She also 
added seven assists. Faye Berens con-
nected on 9 of 13 field goals for 18 points. 
Lora Hanson and Jody Foy each scored 
ten. Led by Hanson's 6 for 6, the Dutch 
were true for 20 of 26 f ree throws, the dif-
ference in the game. They also hit 53 per-
cent of their shots from the floor. 
The next contest was a downer, a 85-47 
loss to Division I bound Central Florida 
on J a n . 6. Besides being outshot 
percentage-wise, 45 percent -35 percent, 
the Dutch took 30 less shots than the op-
position. Central Florida also dominated 
the boards, 51-37. Pfeiffer was Hope's 
leading scorer with 14. 
The Dutchwomen bounced back on Jan . 
8 with a 59-52 win over Eckerd College. 
This time Hope out rebounded the opposi-
tion 50-33 with Mary Schaap leading the 
way with 11. Pfei f fer again topped Hope's 
scorers with 12 and Lynn BeeJen added 11. 
The Dutch outshot Eckerd 41 percent-30 
percent. 
A big shooting average helped Hope 
again in the final game of their southern 
swing, a 63-47 triumph over Covenant Col-
lege. They again hit 41 percent of their 
shots to Covenant's 27. Foy and Berens 
each notched 14 points and Beelen made 
all five of her shots for ten points. . 
The Dutchwomen then opened MIAA 
play on Jan . 12 with a tough 49-46 loss to 
Albion. The Britons lurched ahead 12-2 in 
the early going. Last season, when the 
Dutch lost twice to the Brits by 21 and 35. 
that early outburst would've set the tone 
of the game. But Hope fought back to lead 
the second half. Ultimately, however, a 
lack of aggressiveness did them in, 
reflected in Albion's 42-21 rebound ad-
vantage and Hope's mere four f ree throw 
attempts. Although the Dutch took 14 
more shots (68-54). they made just 22 for 
32 percent; the Brits made ?.l for 39 per-
cent. Hanson looked good, with a season 
high 16 points. Schaaps had 10 marker s 
and 7 caroms. 
But the Dutch were ready to bounce 
back Friday. The Bulldogs dealt Hope 
their worst defeat last year, 98-39, and 
were league champs. But that was then 
and this is now. Although Hope was down 
by six twice in the first par t of the game, 
they fought back each t ime to lead. 
The second time Hope trailed 26-20, bu t 
rattled off 22-4 streak (including 14 con-
secutive points) to take a 42-30 lead late in 
the half. The Dutch had their biggest 
margin at 60-44 midway through the se-
cond period. 
Then, according to Snyder, they kept 
starting ,4to think about not losing." 
Adrian scored ten consecutive points to 
close the gap to six. but several keys 
plays held them off in the end. Snyder 
cited the transition game as a key that 
helped several turnover situations that 
coukTve hurt them. The Dutch hit 44 per-
cent from the floor and 90 percent from 
the line. -Pfeiffer led a balanced attack 
with 16 points, not to mention ten steals 
and five assists. Hanson had 15 while Foy 
and Schaap added 14 each. Schaap also 
contributed 11 rebounds. 
With such an improved team in a 
league with no overwhelming favorite, 
the Dutch a re certainly a bonafide con-
tender for the crown. They'll continue to 
strive for that goal 1 pm Saturday at 
Calvin and with Alma at the Dow. 8 pm 
Wednesday. 
off is at 8 pm at the Civic Center. The 
following Wednesday sees arch-rival 
Calvin come to town, with the tip-off 
again at 8 pm. 
SATURDAY. JANUAtY 23 
7 p.m., Men's Swimming, GRiC ot 
horn# 
7 p.m., Women's Swimming, CRJC 
of home 
7 p.m.. Women's B-Sdl, ot Colvln 
8 p.m.. Men's B-Boll, Kolomozoo ot 
home 
W€DNESDAY. JANUARY 27 
7 p.m.. Women's Swimming, 
Colvln ot home 
8 p.m.. Women's B-Boll, AI mo ot 
home 










a gift from 
your heart." 




It's Finally Here! 
The "FLYING DUTCHMAN SPECIAL" has arrived!! 
AFTER ALL THE BALLOTS WERE COUNTED, THE PIZZA OF YOUR 
CHOICE, TO BE NAMED AFTER OUR VERY OWN FLYING 
DUTCHAAAN, WAS A SUPER PIZZA CONSISTING OF MUSHROOMS 
AND ITALIAN SAUSAGE, WITH LOADS OF MOZZARELLA AND 
CHEDDAR CHEESE I 
THIS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON THIN CRUST OR PAN PIZZA AND ALSO 
IN ANY SIZE YOU DESIRE. 
SO COME IN AND TRY IT! THE ONLY PLACE IN TOWN YOU CAN GET 
IT IS AT "YOUR HOMETOWN PIZZA HUT® " I 
Open Everyday at 11:00 A.M. 
Locations; 169 Columbia, Just One Block From Campus 
Phone: 392-6404 
Sports 











by Randy Warren 
The mighty Hope College wrestling 
squad braved the cold, blizzardous 
weather last Saturday-and traveled to 
Grand Rapids Baptist to participate in 
the fifth annual Christian College Classic. 
The Dutch accumulated 95 points during 
the day to decisively win the event, their 
closest rival was Cedarville College from 
Ohio with only 49 points. The three state 
tournament was especially nice to win 
this year since Hope finished third last 
year fielding only eight point getters. This 
year nineteen men from Hope par-
ticipated in the Classic. As many as three 
wrestlers in a single weight class were 
wearing orange and blue. Although only 
one man for each weight class could 
gather team points, the others could win 
Individual medals and knock off com-
petitors. 
Hope had two first place finishers; 
Brad Conrad and Phil Goff. Co-captain 
Brad Conrad won the title at 150 pounds. 
A well wrestled 8-2 match started the day 
for Conrad. This was followed by a 15-0 
stomping and then a forfeit win over 
teammate Dave Wilber. The other gold 
medal winner was Phil Goff (190 pounds) 
who also won the "Most Outstanding 
Wrestler" award for the tournament. 
(Goff won this by braving the -60 degree 
weather outside for 10:32.) Goff earned a 
bye in the first round and then pinned his 
second opponant in 3:27. Showing great 
poise in the final, Phil lifted and threw his 
way to a 14-9 championship win. 
Seven silver medals were taken back to 
Holland. The second place finishers 
were: Doug Lehman (118 lbs.), Kevin Mc-
Cullough (134 lbs.), Chris Mathews (142 
lbs.), Dave Wilbur (150 lbs.), Pete White 
(158 lbs.), Jeff Machiela (167 lbs.), and 
Randy Pfahler (177 lbs.). McCullough 
/w?-
.•//./.•.v. 
Craig Sinclair swam backstroke in Fr iday ' s loss to Michigan Tech. 
Swimmers are Losing Depth 
§J 
by Eva M. Dean 
The men 's swim team had a rough time 
of it last Friday as they met Michigan 
Tech in non-league competition and fell 
short of a victory with a score of 65-48. 
Entering the last two events with only a 
three point disadvantage, 50-47, the Fly-
ing Dutchmen were hoping to roar back 
with victories in their relays. Their ex-
pectations fell 17 points short however. 
"Because of the loss of a few swim-
mers, we've lost some depth in certain 
events," stated Coach John Patnott . 
"Two events which will need some 
strengthening are the breaststroke and 
the 50 freestyle." 
Freshmen swimmers helped tie the 
finishing knot In the Tech meet however. 
Jay Little supplied an outstanding first 
time appearance In the 100 f ree as he cap-
tured that event with a time of 10;30.38. 
Mike Verplank also swam a rookie posi-
tion In the 200 butterfly and took the race 
to a first place finish by marking the t ime 
of 2:06.15. 
One of the more teeth-clenching races 
took place In the 100 freestyle. Dutchmen 
Rex Romano fell behind for most of the 
race before kicking back and wlnnlng<he 
stanza by two hundredths of a second, 
51.84. In laymen's terms, a finish at that 
margin Is actually taken by a quarter of 
an Inch. 
Because of cancellations from teams 
late last semester, the swimming Dutch 
participated In no winter recess events. 
Whether this will deeply effect the Dut-
chmen Is hard to say at this point in t ime. 
"Any place between second and fourth is 
possible," added Patnott . "We' re going to 
have to fight pretty hard for second." In 
the past years, Kalamazoo has been the 
unsurpassed swimming champion. 
Roy Davis posted a school record in the 
three meter diving as did C$aig Anderson 
in the 400 individual medley. Davis made 
A 9 m '"5" — 1 
the record setting finish with a 223.65 
score but only took third place in the 
event. Anderson's record came in 4:46.62 
but again was an unvictorious finish. 
Both the men and women's t eams will 
meet Grand Rapids JC this Saturday at 
home, 1 pm. 
Classifieds 
Take Note - the anchor w i l l now be avai lable 
in Phelps Cafeteria as long as the papers 
aren ' t r le f t to clutter the tables. Help out by 
returning the papers to the end tables where 
they w i l l be provided or take them w i th you. 
thanks. 
Beware; I am coming. The cageybee 
You've heard she burns her hambergers. 
You've been told she has dir t under her couch. 
Rumor has it she stores newspapers in her 
shower and car.. .BUT...did you know- she s 
the mother of 37? For more in fo rmat ion about 
our w i ld and crazy " M O M " , stay tuned. It's 
bound to be an exci t ing semester. Right, 
Mom? 
19" color tv, good condi t ion, w i l l del iver to 
campus $85. Call Jon or Vicki at 392-9404. 
T^e mi lestone is look ing for in terested 
students to help this sem. in producing the 81-
82 yearbook. No exper ience necessary. First 
meet ing- Tues, Jan 19 at 6 p.m. or contact 
Chris DeVries x 6456. 
Dexter Sitka hik ing boots. Mens size 8 1-2. Ex-
cel lent condit ion. Call Jayne at 6668. 
To the Backstabbers Club: A special thank-you 
to each & everyone of you for being so helpfu l 
& cooperat ive for it made my job of co-
coordinator much easier. Also, thanks for a 
good t ime & a chance to get to know y'al l 
much bet ter . Sheryl. 
HELP WANTED: student congress is looking for 
a secretary for second semester, this is a paid 
position. For info., call Chris at 6330 
won by pin in 1:13 and then by decision 
10-2 only to default in the finals because of 
a shoulder injury initiated last Tuesday 
night. Mathews obtained a forfeit win and 
decisioned 13-4 only to lose a very tough 
and hard fought match in the finals 4-3. 
Wilber won 11-3 and 4-2 to get him into the 
finals but then forfeited to t eammate Con-
rad in order to give the maximum 
number of points to the team. Two 
minutes and thirty seconds was the time 
on White's pin in the first round. He then 
won 5-4 to get him into the finals where he 
lost to Boyer of Huntington. Machiela, 
who won the tourney last year, decked 
one man in 1:55, then won on criteria 
after a 4-4 tie. That sent Machiela to the 
finals where he lost to Scott Glass of 
Calvin. Pfahler won 8-2 and then 
outscored his next man 12-7 only to lose a 
close 4-1 match in the championship. 
Not one of Hope's wrestlers could be 
beaten in the consolation finals. Four men 
took home third place medals - Bret 
Crock (126 lbs.), Tim Mindling (177 lbs.), 
George Harper (190 lbs.), and Garry 
Visscher (hwt.). Crock won 16-3 in his 
triumph at third place. Mindling came 
back after getting beat by the first place 
finisher to pin in 0:52 and 3:17 in the final 
match. Harper pinned his Huntington vic-
tl. in 1:03 and then shaved a 3-2 victory 
in the conso final. Visscher pinned a 
wrestler in 1:13 then lost by criteria to the 
first place finisher af ter fighting to a 2-2 
tie. A forfeit win was then awarded to 
Visscher which he followed up with a pin 
in 1:05 to take a third. 
The only other two time winner was 142 
pound wrestler Randy Warren. Warren 
won a match 10-0 and pinned a man in 
2:39. Other winners were Don Groeneveld 
(134 lbs.) who pinned in 3:30 and Bob 
Karel (167 lbs.) who pinned in 1:59. 
Since the anchor's last issue, Hope has 
beaten Grand Rapids Baptist twice: 41-3 
and 48-6. In the first match, pinners for 
the Dutch were co-captains Conrad and 
White. Other winners were Lehman, S. 
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS for the next 
academic year. 1982-83, are now avai lab le in 
the Financial A id Off ice, DWC 204. Mich, 
residents must f i le by March 15, out of state 
must f i le by May 1. 
Susie Q: you are my pupguts, my only 
pupguts.. .(my only sunshine, too ! ) I love you! 
P-Ski: Das Gebr ige! I may make that banner, 
yet sweet ie. 
Joanie-Baloney: Da mihi mul ta basia! and 
please take good care of my roomie. 
Tami: keep f ight ing em o f f ! You're beaut i fu l 
and they know it. 
Andie Z: take good care of your hippos and 
tel l Heidi I care 
^Connie: Call me when you're in Chicago! 
Michele: you'd bet ter t ie Connie up when spr-
ing comes. 
Remember, you're al l welcome to my humble 
abode. And don't despair . . . ! may be back. 
Love, Peglet. 
Take of f , you H o p s i e r ! ! ! 
If you wou ld l ike to help w i th prepara t ion for 
YOUR new temporary student center call Dick 
Donohue at x 2110 & say "I want to help you on 
Sat . ! " 
RD & SCAB thanks DD & SAC 
The Hope College Assertiveness Club will 
meet on Tuesday at 4 if that's okay with you! 
C.S. Beware! the spark-man's eyes are upon 
youI! 
Wilber, D. Wilber, Machiela, Harper and 
Holtrop. Exhibition winner was Hicks by 
pin. 
In the second match, mat slappers were 
Conrad, White, Mindling, and Karel. 
Other winners were Lehman, Crock, Mc-
Collough, D. Wilber, and Harper . 
Hope did loose to Alma, the defending 
conference champs, with White and 
Visscher winning there. Also at the Olivet 
tournament White took a fourth with wins 
of 8-4 and 5-4. Meanwhile Visscher grabb-
ed a second with victories of 3-2 and 7-4. 
The entire team would like to send their 
well wishes to Scott Wilber who injured 
his knee severely and will be out for the 
rest of t{ie year. 
The matmen wrestled conference rival 
Calvin last night and will travel to 
Southwestern Michigan College this 




Holland-Hope senior Mark Spencer has 
been afforded Academic All-American 
honors for the second year in-a-row by be-
ing named the college division's second 
team quarterback. 
The All-American teams announced in-
cluded four Michigan players. Spencer 
was the only repeater from a year ago. 
The Academic All-American program 
Is sponsored by the College Sports In-
f o r m a t i o n D i r e c t o r s o f 
AmeFica(CoSIDA) and sanctioned by the 
NCAA. P layers a r e nominated by 
coaches and sports information directors. 
Nominees are required to be regulars on 
their squad and maintain a minimum 3.0 
cumulative grade point average on a 4.0 
scale. 
Spencer had been voted first team 
quarterback for the Great Lakes college 
division all-academic football squad and 
was among seven nominees for Academic 
All-American. 
Spencer is an economics ma jo r and car-
ries a 3.7 GPA. He has been named to the 
Dean's list every semester and last spr-
ing was voted to the Mortar Board na-
tional honor society. He also serves on the 
campus athletic governance comfhittee. 
Spencer led Hope to three MIAA cham-
pionships during his career , including 
this year . Hope t eams under his leader-
ship were 18-1-1 against league op-
ponents. He established new Hope career 
records In every total offense and passing 
department. 
f 
